Workstation Privacy Screens
The Ultimate Do Not Disturb Sign

Minimize interruptions. Increase concentration.
Finally, think clearly and get things done
The #1 complaint among people working in cubicles is a lack of personal privacy. Often, it takes
up to 4 times longer than the interruption itself to return to your same level of concentration and
productivity. The Quartet® Privacy Screen puts a barrier between unwanted distractions and
serious work. This great solution transforms modular office spaces into distraction-free,
interruption-free work areas. With the average knowledge worker being interrupted 73* times
a day, the privacy screen allows you to get down to business, focus, and be more productive.
*Phone calls, email, and conversations.
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Our experience in the industry and our insight
into how people work allows us to design
innovative solutions that help people do what
they do better. The Quartet Privacy Screen will
enhance your environment so that you can get
more work done.
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Block interruptions
The Premium Privacy Screen is the solution you need to
get down to business. Easily slide the screen with floorbased wheels and universal mounting system to turn your
cubicle into a productive work environment.
Improve your space
Match the rest of the office with the translucent
polycarbonate panels and brushed-silver aluminum
frame that will complement any modular
office environment.
Accomplish more
Make yourself more productive with this efficient office
solution. Slide the screen closed to keep your
concentration and do your best work.
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Easy to install
The Premium Privacy Screen is easy to install and will seamlessly
blend into any office environment. Just clamp to the outside
of your cubicle wall and slide open and closed to create the
distraction-free zone you need. This universal mounting system
is easy to install and can be installed to standard sized cubicle
systems measuring 65" tall (1-1/4" to 3-1/4" thick). Includes 4"
leg extenders to increase privacy in cubicles over 68".

Designed for durability
The sturdy, brushed and anodized solid aluminum frame and diecast corners add strength and durability to this modular solution.
Each privacy screen is built with the most durable of materials to
last through years of use.

Built for you
With the translucent material of
each screen, you'll get natural
light and the ability to see out
of your cube while people can
see you are busy inside. Keep
your privacy without being cutoff from the rest of the office
with these cubicle solutions.

Communicate with others
Leave notes for coworkers or post special information
on the durable dry-erase message board with built-in
marker tray. Use the board's nameplate to identify the
cubicle user or department.

Quartet Privacy Screens
®

WPS2000

WPS1000

Features

581615 MODEL

606075 MODEL

Full length screen with 2 wheel base

Yes

No

Minimum cubicle panel height required to install screen

65"

50"

Maximum cubicle height

72"

72"

Screen size

Unlimited - includes 4" leg
extenders for cubicles taller than 68"

48" tall x 36" wide

Universal mounting system for standard cubicle panels (1-1/4" to 3-1/4" thick)

Slide mount

Top mount

Brushed-silver aluminum frame

Heavy duty

Light weight

Shatterproof translucent polycarbonate screen

Yes

Yes

Dry-erase message board with built-in marker tray

Yes

Yes

Nameplate to identify the cubicle user or department

Yes

Yes
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